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Name: ____________________________________________________

I love to learn
about cars.

About
Trace the word and read the word out loud.

about about about
Write the word on your own 3 times.

Cut out the letters at the bottom of the page, paste them in the squares below, then trace each letter:

I love to learn

cars.

Write your sight word on the blank line to complete the sentence:

I love to learn __________ cars.
Write a sentence using your new sight word and read it out loud.
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t

u

o

b

a

Cut out letters and glue them
to the sentence spaces above
->

Name: ____________________________________________________

Cookies are better
with milk!

better
Trace the word and read the word out loud.

better better better
Write the word on your own 3 times.

Cut out the letters at the bottom of the page, paste them in the squares below, then trace each letter:

Cookies are

with milk!

Write your sight word on the blank line to complete the sentence:

Cookies are ____________ with milk!
Write a sentence using your new sight word and read it out loud.

r
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e

t

t

e

b

Cut out letters and glue them
to the sentence spaces above
->

Name: ____________________________________________________

Please bring
me some food.

bring
Trace the word and read the word out loud.

bring bring bring

Write the word on your own 3 times.

Cut out the letters at the bottom of the page, paste them in the squares below, then trace each letter:

Please

me some food.

Write your sight word on the blank line to complete the sentence:

Please __________ me some food.
Write a sentence using your new sight word and read it out loud.
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g

n

i

r

b

Cut out letters and glue them
to the sentence spaces above
->

Name: ____________________________________________________

I can’t carry all

carry

of these books!

Trace the word and read the word out loud.

carry carry carry

Write the word on your own 3 times.

Cut out the letters at the bottom of the page, paste them in the squares below, then trace each letter:

I can’t

all of these books!

Write your sight word on the blank line to complete the sentence:

I can’t __________ all of these books!
Write a sentence using your new sight word and read it out loud.
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y

r

a

r

c

Cut out letters and glue them
to the sentence spaces above
->

Name: ____________________________________________________
Super Dog will clean the house!

clean
Trace the word and read the word out loud.

clean clean clean

Write the word on your own 3 times.

Cut out the letters at the bottom of the page, paste them in the squares below, then trace each letter:

Super Dog will

the house!

Write your sight word on the blank line to complete the sentence:

Super Dog will __________ the house!
Write a sentence using your new sight word and read it out loud.
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n

a

e

l

c

Cut out letters and glue them
to the sentence spaces above
->

Name: ____________________________________________________

I should get
a hair cut!

cut
Trace the word and read the word out loud.

cut cut cut cut
Write the word on your own 4 times.

Cut out the letters at the bottom of the page, paste them in the squares below, then trace each letter:

I should get a hair

.

Write your sight word on the blank line to complete the sentence:

I should get a hair ______ .
Write a sentence using your new sight word and read it out loud.

t

u

c

Cut out letters and glue them
to the sentence spaces above
->
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Name: ____________________________________________________

Are you done with
your homework?

done
Trace the word and read the word out loud.

done

done

done

Write the word on your own 3 times.

Cut out the letters at the bottom of the page, paste them in the squares below, then trace each letter:

Are you

with your homework?

Write your sight word on the blank line to complete the sentence:

Are you ________ with your homework?
Write a sentence using your new sight word and read it out loud.

e

n

o

d

Cut out letters and glue them
to the sentence spaces above
->
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Name: ____________________________________________________

Can you draw
me a picture?

draw
Trace the word and read the word out loud.

draw draw draw

Write the word on your own 3 times.

Cut out the letters at the bottom of the page, paste them in the squares below, then trace each letter:

Can you

me a picture?

Write your sight word on the blank line to complete the sentence:

Can you ________ me a picture?
Write a sentence using your new sight word and read it out loud.

w

a

r

d

Cut out letters and glue them
to the sentence spaces above
->
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Name: ____________________________________________________

May I please
have a drink?

drink
Trace the word and read the word out loud.

drink drink drink

Write the word on your own 3 times.

Cut out the letters at the bottom of the page, paste them in the squares below, then trace each letter:

May I please have a

?

Write your sight word on the blank line to complete the sentence:

May I please have a __________ ?
Write a sentence using your new sight word and read it out loud.
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k

n

i

r

b

Cut out letters and glue them
to the sentence spaces above
->

Name: ____________________________________________________

I’ve had eight
doughnuts!

eight
Trace the word and read the word out loud.

eight eight

eight

Write the word on your own 3 times.

Cut out the letters at the bottom of the page, paste them in the squares below, then trace each letter:

I’ve had

doughnuts!

Write your sight word on the blank line to complete the sentence:

I’ve had __________ doughnuts!
Write a sentence using your new sight word and read it out loud.
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t

h

g

i

e

Cut out letters and glue them
to the sentence spaces above
->

Name: ____________________________________________________

Be careful not
to fall!

fall
Trace the word and read the word out loud.

fall

fall

fall

Write the word on your own 3 times.

Cut out the letters at the bottom of the page, paste them in the squares below, then trace each letter:

Be careful not to

!

Write your sight word on the blank line to complete the sentence:

Be careful not to ________ !
Write a sentence using your new sight word and read it out loud.

l

l

a

f

Cut out letters and glue them
to the sentence spaces above
->
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Name: ____________________________________________________

far

That jump is
very far!

Trace the word and read the word out loud.

far far

far far

Write the word on your own 4 times.

Cut out the letters at the bottom of the page, paste them in the squares below, then trace each letter:

That jump is very

!

Write your sight word on the blank line to complete the sentence:

That jump is very ______ !
Write a sentence using your new sight word and read it out loud.

r

a

f

Cut out letters and glue them
to the sentence spaces above
->
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Name: ____________________________________________________

This soup is full
of vegetables.

full
Trace the word and read the word out loud.

full full full full

Write the word on your own 4 times.

Cut out the letters at the bottom of the page, paste them in the squares below, then trace each letter:

This soup is

of vegetables.

Write your sight word on the blank line to complete the sentence:

This soup is ________ of vegetables.
Write a sentence using your new sight word and read it out loud.

l

l

u

f

Cut out letters and glue them
to the sentence spaces above
->
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Name: ____________________________________________________

got

Have you got
any ice cream?

Trace the word and read the word out loud.

got got got got

Write the word on your own 4 times.

Cut out the letters at the bottom of the page, paste them in the squares below, then trace each letter:

Have you

any ice cream?

Write your sight word on the blank line to complete the sentence:

Have you ______ any ice cream?
Write a sentence using your new sight word and read it out loud.

t

o

g

Cut out letters and glue them
to the sentence spaces above
->
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Name: ____________________________________________________

grow

I would like to grow
some flowers.

Trace the word and read the word out loud.

grow grow grow

Write the word on your own 3 times.

Cut out the letters at the bottom of the page, paste them in the squares below, then trace each letter:

I would like to

some flowers.

Write your sight word on the blank line to complete the sentence:

I would like to ________ some flowers.
Write a sentence using your new sight word and read it out loud.

w

o

r

g

Cut out letters and glue them
to the sentence spaces above
->
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Name: ____________________________________________________

hold

Will you hold my
hand?

Trace the word and read the word out loud.

hold hold hold

Write the word on your own 3 times.

Cut out the letters at the bottom of the page, paste them in the squares below, then trace each letter:

Will you

my hand?

Write your sight word on the blank line to complete the sentence:

Will you ________ my hand?
Write a sentence using your new sight word and read it out loud.

d

l

o

h

Cut out letters and glue them
to the sentence spaces above
->
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Name: ____________________________________________________

hot

The sun is very hot!

Trace the word and read the word out loud.

hot hot hot hot

Write the word on your own 4 times.

Cut out the letters at the bottom of the page, paste them in the squares below, then trace each letter:

The sun is very

!

Write your sight word on the blank line to complete the sentence:

The sun is very ______ !
Write a sentence using your new sight word and read it out loud.

t

o

h

Cut out letters and glue them
to the sentence spaces above
->
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Name: ____________________________________________________

hurt

Don’t get hurt!

Trace the word and read the word out loud.

hurt hurt hurt

Write the word on your own 3 times.

Cut out the letters at the bottom of the page, paste them in the squares below, then trace each letter:

Don’t get

!

Write your sight word on the blank line to complete the sentence:

Don’t get ________ !
Write a sentence using your new sight word and read it out loud.

t

r

u

h

Cut out letters and glue them
to the sentence spaces above
->
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Name: ____________________________________________________

You won’t get cavities
if you brush!

if
Trace the word and read the word out loud.

if if if if

Write the word on your own 3 times.

Cut out the letters at the bottom of the page, paste them in the squares below, then trace each letter:

You won’t get cavities

you brush!

Write your sight word on the blank line to complete the sentence:

You won’t get cavities ____ you brush!
Write a sentence using your new sight word and read it out loud.

f

i

Cut out letters and glue them
to the sentence spaces above
->
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Name: ____________________________________________________

Keep your new
car clean.

keep
Trace the word and read the word out loud.

keep keep keep

Write the word on your own 3 times.

Cut out the letters at the bottom of the page, paste them in the squares below, then trace each letter:

your new car clean.
Write your sight word on the blank line to complete the sentence:

________ your new car clean.
Write a sentence using your new sight word and read it out loud.

p

e

e

K

Cut out letters and glue them
to the sentence spaces above
->
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Name: ____________________________________________________

What kind of
apples do you
like?

kind
Trace the word and read the word out loud.

kind kind kind

Write the word on your own 3 times.

Cut out the letters at the bottom of the page, paste them in the squares below, then trace each letter:

What

of apples do you like?

Write your sight word on the blank line to complete the sentence:

What ________ of apples do you like?
Write a sentence using your new sight word and read it out loud.

d

n

i

k

Cut out letters and glue them
to the sentence spaces above
->
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Name: ____________________________________________________

My friends make
me laugh.

laugh
Trace the word and read the word out loud.

laugh laugh laugh

Write the word on your own 3 times.

Cut out the letters at the bottom of the page, paste them in the squares below, then trace each letter:

My friends make me

.

Write your sight word on the blank line to complete the sentence:

My friends make me __________.
Write a sentence using your new sight word and read it out loud.
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h

g

u

a

l

Cut out letters and glue them
to the sentence spaces above
->

Name: ____________________________________________________

These rocks are not
very light!

light
Trace the word and read the word out loud.

light light light

Write the word on your own 3 times.

Cut out the letters at the bottom of the page, paste them in the squares below, then trace each letter:

These rocks are not very

!

Write your sight word on the blank line to complete the sentence:

These rocks are not very __________!
Write a sentence using your new sight word and read it out loud.
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t

h

g

i

l

Cut out letters and glue them
to the sentence spaces above
->

Name: ____________________________________________________

It took a long time
to rake these leaves!

long
Trace the word and read the word out loud.

long long long

Write the word on your own 3 times.

Cut out the letters at the bottom of the page, paste them in the squares below, then trace each letter:

It took a

time to rake these leaves!

Write your sight word on the blank line to complete the sentence:

It took a ________ time to rake these leaves!
Write a sentence using your new sight word and read it out loud.

g

n

o

l

Cut out letters and glue them
to the sentence spaces above
->
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Name: ____________________________________________________

Do you think this
burger is too much?

much
Trace the word and read the word out loud.

much much much

Write the word on your own 3 times.

Cut out the letters at the bottom of the page, paste them in the squares below, then trace each letter:

Do you think this burger is too

?

Write your sight word on the blank line to complete the sentence:

Do you think this burger is too ________?
Write a sentence using your new sight word and read it out loud.

h

c

u

m

Cut out letters and glue them
to the sentence spaces above
->
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Name: ____________________________________________________

myself

I put up this tent
by myself.

Trace the word and read the word out loud.

myself myself myself

Write the word on your own 3 times.

Cut out the letters at the bottom of the page, paste them in the squares below, then trace each letter:

I put up this tent by

.

Write your sight word on the blank line to complete the sentence:

I put up this tent by ____________.
Write a sentence using your new sight word and read it out loud.

f
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l

e

s

y

m

Cut out letters and glue them
to the sentence spaces above
->

Name: ____________________________________________________

never

I should never go
out alone!

Trace the word and read the word out loud.

never never never

Write the word on your own 3 times.

Cut out the letters at the bottom of the page, paste them in the squares below, then trace each letter:

I should

go out alone!

Write your sight word on the blank line to complete the sentence:

I should __________ go out alone!
Write a sentence using your new sight word and read it out loud.
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r

e

v

e

n

Cut out letters and glue them
to the sentence spaces above
->

Name: ____________________________________________________

I only
took one
bite.

only
Trace the word and read the word out loud.

only only only

Write the word on your own 3 times.

Cut out the letters at the bottom of the page, paste them in the squares below, then trace each letter:

I

took one bite.

Write your sight word on the blank line to complete the sentence:

I ________ took one bite.
Write a sentence using your new sight word and read it out loud.

y

l

n

o

Cut out letters and glue them
to the sentence spaces above
->
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Name: ____________________________________________________

own

I bought my own car.

Trace the word and read the word out loud.

own own own own

Write the word on your own 4 times.

Cut out the letters at the bottom of the page, paste them in the squares below, then trace each letter:

I bought my

car.

Write your sight word on the blank line to complete the sentence:

I bought my ______ car.
Write a sentence using your new sight word and read it out loud.

n

w

o

Cut out letters and glue them
to the sentence spaces above
->
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Name: ____________________________________________________

pick

I will pick out the
best dog.

Trace the word and read the word out loud.

pick pick pick

Write the word on your own 3 times.

Cut out the letters at the bottom of the page, paste them in the squares below, then trace each letter:

I will

out the best dog.

Write your sight word on the blank line to complete the sentence:

I will ________ out the best dog.
Write a sentence using your new sight word and read it out loud.

k

c

i

p

Cut out letters and glue them
to the sentence spaces above
->
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Name: ____________________________________________________

seven

There are seven days in a week.

Trace the word and read the word out loud.

seven seven seven

Write the word on your own 3 times.

Cut out the letters at the bottom of the page, paste them in the squares below, then trace each letter:

There are

days in a week.

Write your sight word on the blank line to complete the sentence:

There are __________ days in a week.
Write a sentence using your new sight word and read it out loud.
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n

e

v

e

s

Cut out letters and glue them
to the sentence spaces above
->

Name: ____________________________________________________

shall

Shall we begin
our lesson?

Trace the word and read the word out loud.

shall shall shall

Write the word on your own 3 times.

Cut out the letters at the bottom of the page, paste them in the squares below, then trace each letter:

we begin our lesson?
Write your sight word on the blank line to complete the sentence:

____________ we begin our lesson?
Write a sentence using your new sight word and read it out loud.
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l

l

a

h

S

Cut out letters and glue them
to the sentence spaces above
->

Name: ____________________________________________________

show

What will you
do for the talent
show?

Trace the word and read the word out loud.

show show show

Write the word on your own 3 times.

Cut out the letters at the bottom of the page, paste them in the squares below, then trace each letter:

What will you do for the talent

?

Write your sight word on the blank line to complete the sentence:

What will you do for the talent __________?
Write a sentence using your new sight word and read it out loud.

w

o

h

s

Cut out letters and glue them
to the sentence spaces above
->
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Name: ____________________________________________________

six

There are six days
until our trip.

Trace the word and read the word out loud.

six six six

Write the word on your own 3 times.

Cut out the letters at the bottom of the page, paste them in the squares below, then trace each letter:

There are

days until our trip.

Write your sight word on the blank line to complete the sentence:

There are _________ days until our trip.
Write a sentence using your new sight word and read it out loud.

x

i

s

Cut out letters and glue them
to the sentence spaces above
->
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Name: ____________________________________________________

That is a small bug.

small
Trace the word and read the word out loud.

small small small

Write the word on your own 3 times.

Cut out the letters at the bottom of the page, paste them in the squares below, then trace each letter:

That is a

bug.

Write your sight word on the blank line to complete the sentence:

That is a __________ bug.
Write a sentence using your new sight word and read it out loud.
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l

l

a

m

s

Cut out letters and glue them
to the sentence spaces above
->

Name: ____________________________________________________

Gentlemen start your engines!

start
Trace the word and read the word out loud.

start start start

Write the word on your own 3 times.

Cut out the letters at the bottom of the page, paste them in the squares below, then trace each letter:

Gentlemen

your engines!

Write your sight word on the blank line to complete the sentence:

Gentlemen __________ your engines!
Write a sentence using your new sight word and read it out loud.
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t

r

a

t

s

Cut out letters and glue them
to the sentence spaces above
->

Name: ____________________________________________________

I can jump ten times in a row.

ten
Trace the word and read the word out loud.

ten ten ten ten

Write the word on your own 4 times.

Cut out the letters at the bottom of the page, paste them in the squares below, then trace each letter:

I can jump

times in a row.

Write your sight word on the blank line to complete the sentence:

I can jump ______ times in a row.
Write a sentence using your new sight word and read it out loud.

n

e

t

Cut out letters and glue them
to the sentence spaces above
->
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Name: ____________________________________________________

I will bake a pie today.

today
Trace the word and read the word out loud.

today today today

Write the word on your own 3 times.

Cut out the letters at the bottom of the page, paste them in the squares below, then trace each letter:

I will bake a pie

.

Write your sight word on the blank line to complete the sentence:

I will bake a pie __________ .
Write a sentence using your new sight word and read it out loud.
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y

a

d

o

t

Cut out letters and glue them
to the sentence spaces above
->

Name: ____________________________________________________

together

We do everything together.

Trace the word and read the word out loud.

together together together

Write the word on your own 3 times.

Cut out the letters at the bottom of the page, paste them in the squares below, then trace each letter:

We do everything

.

Write your sight word on the blank line to complete the sentence:

We do everything _________________.
Write a sentence using your new sight word and read it out loud.
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t

e

g r

o e

t h

Cut out letters and glue them
to the sentence spaces above
->

Name: ____________________________________________________

try

Try not to look
into my eyes.

Trace the word and read the word out loud.

try try try try

Write the word on your own 4 times.

Cut out the letters at the bottom of the page, paste them in the squares below, then trace each letter:

not to look into my eyes.
Write your sight word on the blank line to complete the sentence:

_______ not to look into my eyes.
Write a sentence using your new sight word and read it out loud.

y

r

t

Cut out letters and glue them
to the sentence spaces above
->
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Name: ____________________________________________________

I flap my wings to stay warm.

warm
Trace the word and read the word out loud.

warm warm warm

Write the word on your own 3 times.

Cut out the letters at the bottom of the page, paste them in the squares below, then trace each letter:

I flap my wings to stay

.

Write your sight word on the blank line to complete the sentence:

I flap my wings to stay __________.
Write a sentence using your new sight word and read it out loud.

m

r

a

w

Cut out letters and glue them
to the sentence spaces above
->
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